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    Franciscan OMNI Health & Fitness in Schererville, IN is an 
MFA Certi�ed Facility, as is their sister facility in Chesterton.

   During a recent interview, Sharon Sporman, the Regional 
Executive Director of Wellness, pointed out that their transition to 
Salt Pure® water (about a year ago) has been very successful.
 “Not only is it more environmentally friendly, but I also get 
 feedback from patrons about how much better the water feels.”
   Sharon is quick to point out that the Salt Pure® water helps to di�erentiate their facility in the Schererville area 
and has helped to boost membership.
 “With our good swim lesson programs and other classes together with family time over weekends, 
 some members join speci�cally for the pool. The addition of Salt Pure® at this facility has provided 
   a revenue boost!”
   Sharon started considering this change over to Salt Pure® around three years back. Michael Sikora, Facilities 
Manager, stated that it wasn’t a hard to decide between the TMI Salt Pure® System and other similar systems.
Once he started doing the research, it became obvious that the TMI system was ‘better and  more reliable’ than 
the others he looked at.
   The fact that TMI provides the equipment with extensive remote support, as opposed to being a local provider,
has ‘worked out very well.’ The installation was not di�cult and ‘TMI worked closely with us to iron out the initial
bugs and get the system running smoothly.’
 “The system is easy to maintain. All we do is check it everyday and it seldom needs a lot of adjusting (in 
 comparison to the regular chlorine system we had before). From a customer satisfaction perspective, I 
       could not be more satis�ed than I am with TMI support.”
          Not only is the addition of Salt Pure® a revenue booster, but it
       also saves money. Mike Vanni, Maintenance, pointed out that 
       they, ‘Now spend about $2,400 on salt per year, versus around
             $10,000 that they used to spend on chlorine each year. They
        Health Department is more than satis�ed with our results.’
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“My experience with the TMI Salt Pure® system for the past
three plus years has been a great one. I’m glad that we
selected a company that will work with you and stand behind
their equipment and products. The one thing I appreciate the most
is their technical support. Whenever we experience instances that
we cannot answer it is good to know that they are just a phone call
away. We are fully automated through the TMI system and it sure makes 
pool life a lot easier. If you are looking for a salt system TMI Salt Pure® is 
the way to go. It is a good feeling to know that we have a system that is one of the best systems available.”
        - Maurice King, AquaFit Chestertown Physical Therapy

GET BETTER WATER 
& AIR QUALITY WITH 

TMI SALT PURE®!

Salt Pure® Controller
Salt Pure® Generator

Specialty Chemicals (PMP)

= Salt Pure® System
+

Better for sensitive skin!

No red eyes!

Silky feeling water!

No faded swim suits!
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